
 MESSAJE FOR THE EQUINOX

Let us enter the Portal of the Equinox to live fully and consciously the 90 days of autumn in the Northern 
Hemisphere  (from the equatorial line or band, from half of Ecuador and Brazil to Colombia, Venezuela, Central 
and North America, Europe and Asia), where most of humanity resides; and therefore, the most polluted, 
bellicose, and sick area, which requires a lot of attention.

The Southern Hemisphere, the southern half of Ecuador and Brazil, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay, Chile, 
Argentina, Australia, and Pacific islands, most of which are oceans, of little human population, and therefore; 
cleaner, peaceful, and where the spirit flourishes better. That is why we will pay more attention to the North at the 
beginning of the Era, a time of planetary therapy. Although the South needs it too.

Precisely why we have chosen for that purpose, the title of our newsletter: CRISOL  It is a term widely used in .
Alchemy. Explains Maestre SRF in P.P. V, p. 15, Nice edition: "The term 'Alchemy' comes from the Arabic article 'Al', 
and from the Egyptian word 'Kemi', meaning 'black earth' 
from the word 'chemia',  with which the natives designated 
their region, comparing it to a heart..." page 16: "Alchemy 
should not be understood only in the sense of 'transmuting' 
the vile metal, lead, in sublime matter, gold. The Adepts 
study beyond this science the Great Principle, by 
researching a Spiritual Alchemy."

In Alchemy, the crucible is a small container of refractory 
material,  clay or porcelain, which withstands high 
temperatures in the furnace,  used to melt and purify 
materials, for  example  gold and silver. The Path of High 
Initiation is of Fire, which consumes the human 
impurities of the  'unrefined stone'  (the contaminated 
brain) to release the 'Philosopher's Stone'  (the brain 
purified to be a vehicle of the higher mind). The Crucible 
(Crisol) is the Path,  Fire is karma.

Let us remember that Christ offered baptism by Fire, 
instead of the water of John the Baptist (water cleans for a 
short time; Fire consumes forever.) In Saint Mark, chap. 9, 
verse 49, is read:   For all shall be salted with fire, and every sacrifice shall be salted with salt. (translation by Cipriano 
de Valera.) Fire is divine energy.

Saint Augustine, quoted by the alchemist Blaise de Vigenére in his Treaty of Fire and Salt, p. 79, states: ... There are 
two fires, one side is bad, carnal concupiscence, and the other is good, charity that devours all evil and only leaves the 
good, which rises in a smoke of pleasant smell. For the heart of each is like an altar, or of God or of the adversary. 
Symbol of Divinity or divine substance for alchemists. In Magic, more in Theurgy, fire is the central element of 
every operation. And in Yoga one works to awaken the inner Fire.

Let the title of CRISOL, be therefore, the emblem of the way to the opening of the 2nd Initiatic cycle of the Era.      
TAO DDIASP
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LIVING LESSON, by the S. Elder Brother J. M. 
Estrada  (p. 12): 

LIVING LESSON, by the S. Elder 
Brother J. M. Estrada  (p. 12): 
“The representatives of the 
Order of the CHRIST in our times, 
must be vertical people, worthy 
of being called spiritualists, 
whole, in order to set an example 
for Humanity. Many speak of 
goodness, virtue, holiness, 
wisdom, but few demonstrate it 
with true deeds. No one lives off 
our inst i tut ion.  Our  Yoga 
Institutes charge for their 
classes, but that money is not to 

pay the teacher or the staff, but for the growth of the Order  
in its exalted mission.”

Clearer than spring water. TAO DDP

"... About the studies in our Initiatic Schools, although 
the program presented is very varied, the lessons are 
always on a single line, where astrology is 
highlighted, 2 or 3 reviews on occultism or 
metaphysics, issued under the pompous term of 
esotericism. In other sectors of ours, we give 
more emphasis on Yoga, or to the mystical 
character with ceremonies, to the point that 
many take us for a cult of one aspect or another, 
when all these are plans of study and practical 
lessons, not mandatory to accept, but to take 
into account with the same value as music, 
painting, mathematics, physics, biology, 
chemistry and all other branches of reasonable 
human activity in search of truth..."
 

ABOUT THE SUPERIORITY OR EXCLUSIVITY OF SOME

"Another critical aspect in some of our Centers: certain 
people think they have superiority or exclusivity over 
others, forgetting that a position offered to an element 
is only so that the General Directorate of our Institution 
can have someone to be responsible... It is the whole of 
each person's work that strengthens the overall work; 
therefore, no initiative is lost, because also, Impersonal 
Service is the characteristic of our Order.
In this sense we must draw attention to the forbidden 
fact of glorifying dignitaries...
Do not forget that the Temples, Ashrams, Colleges, 
Dispensaries, etc., of our Mission, are each and every 
one the Original Work of one man who has planned 
them, projected, prepared, originated, initiated and 
organized and, therefore; the totality is a Foundation R. 
de la FerriŽre, who offered it in the name of the Great 
Universal Fraternity, but without the right for his 
disciples to make any type of profit from its renown 
name or other advantages... ..."

S. R. de la Ferriére

This is how the Maestre called attention in 1957 and 
could do it again. It is time to recover the time elapsed, by 
familiarizing ourselves with the Rules dictated by him, 
our Source that guides and strengthens us.

T.A-O D. DIAS P.  

CIRCULATING
ABOUT THE INITIATIC COLLEGE
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M.A.I.S. MANCOMUNIDAD DE LA AMERICA INDIA SOLAR. 
Amerikua, Ancestral America

"The Popol Vuh projects, in successive frames, the life of man and 
the Maya-quiche people throughout their history. It accurately 
and colorfully, in a simple, clear and moving way, depicts the 
family-type life that characterizes the spiritual and material 
culture of each ethnic cycle.: The Family of Gukup Cakix in the 1st 
Age; Camé in the 2nd Age; Ixmucané in the 3rd. Age; of the hero-
civilizer and the first 4 true men in the 4th Age, showing the 
simple and human side of history and at the same time an integral 

panorama of the culture-type of each 
era, and of the spiritual, social, and 
economic phenomena that shape it.

 
In the Maya-quiche concept, history is 
man and the human group through 
time, a criterion that does not differ 
from the definition that modern 
scientific historiography makes of 
history... ... It is a complete treatise on 
theogony, cosmogony, and astronomy; 
it gives us theology, the birth and 
formation of gods and men, of species 
and things; that is, the birth and 
formation of the words with which 
they are designated. It explains the 

creation of the universe, the situation of the human person in the 
world, God's relationships with man... It is a unique document in 
the records of Humanity... ..." Esotericism in Popol-Vuh, 
Introduction. From chap. 1, Esotericism of Popol Vuh:  "Hunahpu 
sets the rules of the worship and cultivation of the cornfield, and 
gives the astronomical, chronological and ritual norms 
inseparable from those. It also gives the guidelines of law and 
natural morality..." 

By Rafael Girard, Swiss anthropologist whom I met in Guatemala 
in the 1980s. DDP.

AEROSOMIC THEMES
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Ludwig Van Beethoven

Jean Sibelius

Johannes Brams

ART IN THE AGE OF AQUARIUS

"... ... If we do not personify nature as the Hindus, for 
example  with the goddess  Bohani  (to whom her 
sacristans  make offerings) or the Divine Mother  Adhi-
Nari  (the Celestial nature), there is nonetheless a 

plethora of artists who have glorified this 
manifestation of God.

"... ... If we do not personify nature as 
the Hindus, for example  with the 
goddess  Bohani  (to whom her 
sacristans  make offerings) or the 
Divine Mother  Adhi-Nari  (the 
Celestial nature), there is nonetheless 
a plethora of artists who have glorified 
this manifestation of God.

Sibelius makes us feel this communion with 
the soil, who exposes the loneliness of his 
native Finland; sometimes grim in his 
symphonies, where he truly communicates 
with the earth. Beethoven takes more of 

nature; he absorbs and attracts forces to 
himself. He seems to live from that 
magnetism of the'Divine Mother', suffers as she, 
perhaps with her...! 

(from Art in the New Age, by Master SRF, 110)
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HEALTH
Faced with the criterion of 'illness' of these old times which are happily dying, the Age of 
the Celeste Water Bearer, Aquarius, now in its beginnings, has developed the criterion of 
'health'. Advanced criterion that radically changes outdated concepts of disease and 
healing.

It is nothing new that vision of health, as the foundation of existence. It comes from very 
ancient times, as in our ancestral Amerikuan cultures, those of Asia and the Middle East; 
in short, from many places and times where the sacred vision of universal life took root. 
After a long period of obscurantism and ignorance, it resurfaces with new momentum 
that sense of the living truth.

Wholistic health, now in the process of 
resurgence, is fundamentally based -in the 
physical- mainly on breathing, nutrition, 
and exercise like Hatha Yoga. "May your 
nourishment be your medicine, may your 
medicine be your nourishment," the 
a n c i e n t  s a g e s  s a i d .  I n t e r n a l l y,  
transcending the egoist self, to cultivate 
the art of loving, of living and coexisting, of 
happiness not as a passing emotion but as 
a permanent state of understanding, 
compassion, renunciation and a broad 
vision of life, with the help of Bakthi Yoga.  
Mentally, transcend all limitations in the 
way you see yourself and see life, with the 
support of Raja Yoga.

In short, Yoga is the true laboratory for healing  and self-improvement in harmony with 
the environment. Yoga-therapy is based on Ayurveda or the Science of Life. It is one of 
countless ancestral treasures that the Maestre Avatar recovered and brought us as a gift 
from Heaven to The New Humanity on the march towards the Age of Peace and wisdom 
of living.  T.A-O DDIASP

"Chakras, Elements and Diseases. . ..  
Dysfunction of a chakra causes disorders or 
disharmony of a physical or mental nature, in 
Sanskrit 'buhta', blockages due to the past. A 
term that also denotes a relationship with 
attacks of 'bad spirits' in popular language 
and Tibetan medicine, but which are now 
explained by more modern notions: these 
'spirits' are the symbolic representation of 
our passions, of which we are often made 
their toys. Spiritual liberation is about 
eliminating all these passions.   (From the 

work” Chakras and Health. The Tantric Medicine of the Energy 
Centres' by Gérard Edde, translated from French, Ed. Ibis, Barcelona, 
Spain, 1991.)

Gérard Edde



IN CONCLUSION
In societies that preserve their ancient traditions of 
wisdom, the path as a journey to the sacred, beyond the 
common human condition, begins from childhood.  It is 
when the garden  of the mind is free of plagues and vulgar 
customs, that the seeds of existential knowledge take root 
strongly, flourish, and bear abundant fruits.   Those who  
want to enter the path as adults, bring internally much 
contamination, a stubborn attachment to habits, distorted 
concepts,  bad customs, and even vices, that    block their 
desires. To overcome themselves will require will and 
discipline. It's practically like being born again. But few dare 
to take that step. They only partly improve themselves, 
dissatisfied and fickle. 

Let us fully live the spiritual and human gifts offered by this 
autumn period of 3 months: to eat, to dress, to think, to act, 
autumnally, with maturity, gratitude, and joy.  The active 
phase of Theurgy, and of all Real Magic, encompasses spring 
and summer, 6 months of ceremonies, rituals, healing, 
pilgrimages to places of power in nature and in ancient sites 
and villages.

Now, during autumn and winter, the passive phase, we have 
6 months for internal work, studies, periodic retreats in 
environments conducive to alchemical transmutation, 
human and spiritual improvement. To enter then with zest 
and renewed energy to the next active phase.

This time, because the Aquarian Era, from the beginning of 
the year 73 (March 2020), enters the 2nd phase of the Era, 
which brings profound transformations in society and 
nature, let's take advantage of that renewing momentum. To 
this end, it is necessary to implement the Superior Initiation 
towards the formation of true educators of the Era, 
transmitting the visionary spirit of the New Humanity, 
already present through the new generations, endowed 
with advanced faculties.

It is urgent to protect childhood and adolescence, in danger, 
because dark forces try to prevent their awakening. Let us 
pay special attention to the  Family Unit, guiding parents as 
educators, not owners, of their children; and then, let us 
teach them creative activities, such as art, games, and 
healthy non-competitive sports, and experiences in Nature. 
It is an important chapter of the future Initiatic Work. 

Together with my wife, I enter six months of periodic 
retreats in conducive, natural and spiritual environments, 
to define the rules of the Aerosomic Scale to be applied from 
the beginning of the 2nd precesional cycle of the Aquarian 
Era. Always  in communication with everyone.

HAPPY AUTUMN SEASON TO THE NORTH AND 
SPRING TO THE SOUTH! ENJOY!  PASH... IN 

LAK'EH... AL LAK'EN!  ALWAYS...
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"You should be very careful about taking the right attitude 
when starting a retreat. And the purpose of attaining an 
awakening should not be mixed with other thoughts.  No one 
should be discriminated against or believed superior to 
others, nor carry anxieties, negative ideas, pride, desires, 
memories.  Inner power is applied to generating 
compassionate love, joy, well-being, gratitude, equanimity, 
veneration of the spiritual Master, of the Divine. A 
preparation stage should be performed before going to the 
retreat, both internally and externally. The retreat includes 
meditation, prayer, singing, study of sacred works, ritual 
music, moments of silence for contemplation. The entrance to 
the retreat site must be done ritually and quietly."  (from The 
Retreat Manual by Jamgon Kongtrul's, Ed. Snow Lion, 1994.)

Jamgon Kongtrul

DR. EFRAÍN HOFFMANN,  Venezuelan naturist doctor:  
https://www.youtube.com/user/DrEfrainHoffmann 

THE POWER OF SOLARIZED WATER  
https://youtu.be/KHHaTryJZVI 

CONVERT HOME WATER INTO QUALITY  
https://youtu.be/5PXAN8CE9uw

LEARN TO SING WITH ONE EXERCISE:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsgvX6HZxDg 

5 EXERCISET TO BRING OUT YOUR VOICE AND SING WELL IN 5 
MINUTES:         

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPcp1WJ0vKw 
Spiritual Alchemy, one point of view:  

https://lamenteesmaravillosa.com/la-alquimia-espiritual-
transformar-el-dolor-en-evolucion/

 


